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Emotional Gender Neutral Housing Likely
Health at for Next Year, Says DAC Chair
Mudd:
By Ben Keller ‘10

Staying Engaged

(Photo courtesy of Michael Ho ’10).

By Dean Beverly Chen
During this time of the year, many students begin
to grow fatigue, experience increased physical symptoms like colds and headaches, mood swings, withdrawal from social situations and increased difficulties
with staying focused and engaged in academics. These
can be some signs of burn-out.
Here are some prevention strategies to consider:
1) Recognize the problem and ask for help as soon
as possible. Watch for these signs and don’t ignore or
dismiss them, as they will only lead to other problems
such as depression, panic and anxiety.
2) Balance your lifestyle. People subject to negative stress are often perfectionists, idealists, and
workaholics, who can never really please themselves.
Identify other areas in you life you may get involved
in that would be stress-relieving activities. These could
include a healthy diet, more exercise, time to yourself,
being in nature, going off campus and hanging out
with friends.
3) Build positive social supports, and control negativity in your environment. Identify the people, places,
and activities in your life that make you feel good and
help you to unwind. Stay away from relationships that
drain you.
4) Gain control where you can. Asserting yourself
and expressing your needs will help reduce the negative emotions of fear, anger and frustration.
5) Work smarter and not longer. Begin with staying and ending on time with all appointments. Schedule realistic breaks between working and studying.
6) Quit doing something if you are overcommitted. Say "no" and mean it the next time you are asked
to do another favor that will greatly raise your stress
level. If possible, cut activities out of your schedule that
are causing you stress.
7) Control thoughts that you are indispensable. To
control stress, you must learn to accept your human
limitations and vulnerability. Set realistic expectations.
View mistakes and setbacks as learning experiences.
Acknowledge your strengths and achievements, and
reward yourself!
8) Do what you love, or get career counseling. If
we work too hard at what we love, we get tired. The
solution to that is rest. If you are not happy with what
you are doing, you may need to look for something else.
Speak with your faculty, academic dean or adviser.
Ask yourself, do my goals align with my personal
values, passions and gifts?
9) Pay attention to your breathing. Engage in short
breathing exercises to help you pay attention to your
body and feelings. This will also help you to slow down
and reduce stress.
10) Check in with yourself at the end of the day
or week. This may entail going to a favorite restaurant
or place. Take a journal and reflect on your week. Do a
mini-check up for yourself: How have you been doing?
What has been on your mind? What emotions have
you been experiencing throughout the day or week?

Boys room with boys, and girls room with girls.
This fundamental of college housing policies nationwide has the immutable feel of cultural fact. Despite
the novel (some would say radical) concept of genderneutral housing, the HMC Dormitory Affairs Committee (DAC), the organization responsible for room draw
rules and regulations at Mudd, is moving ahead with
plans to implement a gender-neutral housing policy. If
all goes well, it could even be in place for next year’s
room draw. But what motivated this significant change
in policy? To answer this question, I interviewed DAC
chair Zach Rogstad ’08, who has spearheaded the proposal.
Rogstad said that the idea for gender-neutral
housing has been floated before, but that it has gained
relevance as Mudd has seen its first transgender students in recent years. Placing them in rooms, both as
freshman and during room draw, has presented unique
challenges to DAC, and gender divisions only highlight
the difficulties that these students can face. Thus, the
primary reason behind the change is to create a system
more tolerant to differences of gender and sexuality,
hopefully reducing the bias that these issues can incur.
As it stands, the proposal has two different clauses, one for dealing with upperclassman draw, and one
for frosh placement. The first clause states that each
suite (or hallway in Case) will have an associated checkbox on the pre-mock and actual room draw boards; a
checked box would designate that the suite is gender
neutral. Whoever pulls first into the suite or hallway
would have the option of checking the box; as additional people pull into the suite, they could uncheck
the box, or leave it checked. In addition, upperclassmen uncomfortable with the idea would have the
option of petitioning DAC prior to draw to prevent
specific suites from having coed rooms. In effect, the
regulations would give students uncomfortable with
the idea of gender-neutral housing plenty of ways to

opt out, while still maintaining gender neutral
room draw as the default across the campus.
The second clause deals with the placement of incoming freshman. Freshman
would be given information about Mudd’s
gender-neutral housing policies, and two additional questions would be added to their
roommate matching forms. The first
question reads, “Would you be
comfortable in a suite with a coed
room?” The second asks, “Do you
want us to place you without consideration of your gender?” In
this way, freshman would have the
option of opting into the genderblind program, without feeling
intimidated about the option.
Of course, such a policy is
controversial both within the
Mudd community and among colleges nationwide. Only a handful
of other colleges have genderblind housing options, and they
are generally not campus-wide.
Rogstad maintains that this change
is primarily to serve transgender students;
it is not intended to allow couples to room
together. While on the surface this might
seem like a golden opportunity for many
couples on campus, Rogstad points out that
“sleeping with your roommate” would still
be an unwise decision. He maintains that
it would be easier and healthier for couples to pull into adjacent singles, as many
do now, and he hopes that during pre-mock
and mock draw, the dorm presidents and
the Dean of Students would be able to talk
many couples out of moving in together.
The full proposal will not be formally
released to the student body until May, but
the issue has already been discussed and

ASHMC State of
the Student Address
My Fellow Students, Faculty and Staff,

In order to build a more perfect campus, the Associated Students of Harvey Mudd College Council
(ASHMC) has been working diligently this year. As your
ASHMC president, I can proudly say that this year’s
council is especially dedicated and hard-working. One
of the Council’s goals this year was to increase our visibility to the HMC campus. You may have noticed the
new ASHMC bulletin board and suggestion box in the
student mailroom. We also inaugurated a new program
called “ASHMC: The Next Generation” which invites
all campus members to visit our weekly meetings. We
hope that you
can join us at
our
Sunday
meetings
at
4 p.m. in the
LAC
Riggs
room, especially if you
are interested
in running for
a council position at the end
of the semester. Petitions
for ASHMC
elected offi- (Photo courtesy of Lindsay Wray ’07).
cials will be available April 6 and elections will begin
April 13.
For those of you that may not know, the primary
purpose of the ASHMC council is to allocate funds to
student organizations and events. This year, however,
the council has initiated several programs that are
aimed at making this campus a better place. Your very
own ASHMC Vice President, Patrick Foley ’09, began
a language table program for Hoch-Shanahan Dining Commons that kicked into full gear this semester.
Every Wednesday at lunch, there are French, Spanish,
Chinese, German, and Japanese language tables that
are set up for you. If you are interested in being on the
language table mailing list please contact Mr. Foley.
Last semester, the ASHMC social chairs, Marielle
Wardell ’08 and Monica Ascarrunz ’08 bought new
speakers for our social events and your listening pleasure. To further enhance your social experience, HMC
parties now come with complimentary pizza. We are
proud to be the first 5-C campus to adopt this program.
The Dorm Activities Committee, headed by Zachary Rogstad ’08, has been improving Room Draw
policy in order to make this typically stressful event
more smooth and stress-free. The Committee has also
drafted a Gender-Blind Housing agreement. Please
refer to Gender Neutral Housing Likely for Next Year,
Says DAC Chair on page __ for details about this new

program.
Another project the Council sponsored this year
is an online voting system, which will supplement the
often-congested voting tables in the dining hall. Students will be able to vote from the comfort of their
own dormitory rooms. We have employed the Software
Development (CS 121) class to build this project, and
we anticipate that it will be completed by the end of
this year.
Another project ASHMC is initiating this year is a
5-C course review forum. This project is still in its nascent stages, but the idea is to create an electronic catalogue that allows students to find more information
about a class
before enrolling in it. Information readily
accessible on
this catalogue
will include
class description, a link
to the course
syllabus, and a
breakdown of
homework assignments and
exam
dates.
Although this
is a 5-college effort, the forum will especially help
HMC students when picking off-campus humanities,
social science, and fine arts courses of which we tend
to know little about.
One of the council’s priorities is to provide students with the means to enjoy extracurricular activities.
The Campus Activity Planning (CAP) Chairs, Ginna
Kim ’09 and Oksana Sergeeva ’09, have been planning a myriad of events such as Delicious Dinner Days
(DDD), ice skating, bowling, and a variety of concerts.
The Athletics Chair, Kevin Byram ’08, will subsidize
your favorite sports equipment and athletic activities.
The Student Faculty Committee, chaired by Leah Anderson ’09, will help fund your events that include our
fabulous professors. Be sure to take advantage of these
wonderful ASHMC resources.
The headway the ASHMC council has made this
year lends itself to the amazing participation of the
HMC student body. Every week, the ASHMC council
is presented with the progress of our HMC clubs and
organizations and we encourage all students to get
involved. Please contact any member of the ASHMC
council if you have any concerns regarding student
life.
Sincerely,
Lindsay Wray ’08
ASHMC President

debated across campus as DAC made clear they
were considering such a change. Rogstad says
that overall, student reactions have been on
“the warm side of neutral;” while there is
widespread concern about the “couples issue,” students are generally supportive of the
measure. Just as important to the process,
however, are the trustees, who must
approve any such proposal before it
becomes part of the rooming regulations. In his previous meetings
with the trustees, Rogstad says
that they have been receptive
to the idea of gender-neutral
housing, in part because Pitzer
College has already adopted
a similar measure, set to go
into effect during their room
draw this year. Barring an
unexpectedly extreme reaction by students, faculty, or
staff, Rogstad thinks that
this proposal could be approved as early as the next general board meeting in 2009, at which
point it would be implemented in
2009 room draw.
With an increasingly vocal movement for transgender
rights making strides at Mudd and across
the nation, it is hardly surprising that our
school will be one of the first to implement
this progressive social policy. While it is
certainly controversial—and it is unclear
whether its implementation may have detrimental effects in addition to beneficial
ones—it seems likely that a year from now,
we will all have a bit more freedom, and
a bit more responsibility, when navigating
the room draw rush.

Fun Hoch Facts

(Photos courtesy of Bruce Yan ’09).

By Ben Keller ’10 and Lea Zernow ’10
Most of us eat there every day, but even the
statisticians among us don’t have this information.
Try your hand at these questions about HochShanahan:
1. On average, how many meals does the Hoch
serve per week?
a. 5200
b. 14800
c. 10500
2. What has been the largest number of people
served at one meal?
a. 1001
b. 894
c. 350
3. How many slices of pizza are consumed when it
is a menu item?
a. 200
b. 750
c. 500
4. What is the most popular themed meal?
a. Thanksgiving b. Oktoberfest
c.Easter
5. How much pasta is consumed per week?
a. 200 lbs
b. 400 lbs
c. 600 lbs
6. What is the favorite beverage?
a. Coca-Cola
b. Orange Juice

c. Icee

Here are a few more interesting statistics:
•The most food ever consumed at a single meal
was at Thanksgiving; we ate 500 pounds of turkey
and 400 pounds of prime rib.
•The most popular cereals served are Cinnamon
Toast Crunch, Pumpkin Flaxseed Granola, and
Reese’s Puffs.
•The three most popular meal periods are Sunday
dinner, Saturday dinner, and Wednesday lunch.
•The Hoch was the first of the Claremont Colleges
to use recycled paper products.
•There are 10 chefs on staff to prepare meals.
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Puzzle of
the Issue
by Matthew Wodrich ’10
Proposed by Bob Wainwright of Iona College in the
Problem Section of the
Math Horizons Magazine
(Published by the Mathematical Association of
America, November 2007 Volume 15, Issue 2)

For each value of d = 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, use each of
the digits d, 2 and 7 exactly
once to form a mathematical expression with value 8.
You may only use +, –, *,
÷, exponents, decimals, and
brackets.
Solution on Page 4
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Strauss Internship:
Helping Battered
Women
By Mariam Youssef ’08

Last summer, I worked at the courthouse in Pomona in a restraining order clinic. My job was to help clients who were in abusive relationships with the paperwork that they needed to get restraining orders and
to help them prepare for their hearing. I spent a large
amount of time with each client helping them write
out their story of abuse in a way that was presentable
to the judge, and I talked them through the process of
getting a restraining order. I was also responsible for
letting them know about their other legal resources,
like divorce and custody.
My time at the restraining order clinic gave me
some very valuable insights into domestic violence.
I was really surprised to see how young my clients
were—most of them were in their early 20s. Also, when
most of them came to the clinic, they didn’t know what
their resources were. They had many options available
to them, but they were almost completely unaware of
what they could do to get out of their abusive relationships. They were surprised to see all of the options that
they had. This made me realize the importance of education as we work to eliminate domestic violence—it
is not enough to just provide protection for victims of
domestic violence, we have to make an effort to educate
others.
I have continued doing domestic violence work
throughout this year by interning at a women’s shelter. The shelter participates in a nationwide project
to raise awareness about violence against women. In
this project, survivors of domestic violence and sexual
abuse decorate t-shirts that tell their stories. This also
gives abused women an outlet to express how they feel
to the rest of the world. We were able to display some
of these t-shirts at the Motley Coffeehouse at Scripps
College last semester. Students responded well to this
event; it was wonderful to see that students were interested and asked a lot of questions.

Counting Delegates
with Martin Pyne
By Ben Keller ’10
In the drawn-out brawl that is the 2008 presidential primary, journalists and political scientists have
had a field day. Lines of party, ideology, race, and gender have all been drawn, fantastic amounts of money
have been raised, and the campaigns have traversed
coasts for months on end, making front-page headlines almost daily. But in the end, it’s not money, influence, or even votes that will decide the Democratic and
Republican nominees; it’s the delegates. As in many
aspects of American democracy, the nominees are not
determined directly by popular vote; instead, 4,047
Democratic delegates and 2,382 Republican delegates
will cast their votes at each party’s national convention, and only then will the official nominations be
conferred.
Of course, in our recent memories, delegates
haven’t mattered much. In past presidential elections, early primaries in Iowa and New Hampshire often selected a front-runner and granted him enough
momentum to sweep the country. Rarely has primary
season remained competitive beyond half a dozen
early voting states; in these cases, the winner claimed
an overwhelming majority of pledged delegates at his
party’s convention. This year, of course, is different,
especially on the Democratic side. While most of the
Democratic field has dropped out, at the time of this
writing Hillary Clinton and Barack Obama are all but
neck-and-neck in the crucial delegate count.
But everyone counts delegates differently. Major
news outlets all use their own counting infrastructure,
and much of it is done behind closed doors. Where
is a Mudder to turn? The best answer can be found
at goobergunch.net, the website of Martin Pyne ’09, a
Mudder who has been counting delegates for the entire primary season, well before anyone, including him,

knew that the numbers would matter.
Martin is a self-described “political junkie,” and
has closely followed politics since 2000. In 2004, he
began keeping delegate counts on his website, but with
the quick ascendancy of John Kerry to front-runner status, “it got really boring really quickly.” He first started
work on the modern incarnation of goobergunch.net
last August, when he obtained a master list of delegates
from both parties. Although a tough semester put his
efforts on hold, by December goobergunch.net was
online and ready for the early primary rush.
Visitors to Martin’s website may be struck by its
sparsity; the site is devoid of links, advertisements,
and, for the most part, any color at all. The site was
not designed for publicity; indeed, it only went online
so that Martin could easily keep his friends informed
about updates as the primary season began over winter
break. Despite the lack of advertising or promotion of
any sort, the site now attracts between 2,000 and 4,000
unique visitors on most days, and shows up in the top
20 in a relevant Google search, beating out delegate
counting sites like Fox News and USA Today. Martin
has received tips and information from party officials,
as well as kudos from educators and citizens nationwide. He is at a loss to explain the site’s popularity,
although he points out that there were not many sites
dedicated to accurate delegate counts early in the primary season.
The primary season is now winding down, but it is
nonetheless refreshing to observe the rise of a factual
news source outside of the mainstream, especially if it
is run by one of our own. Martin says that he plans to
count delegates in future presidential primaries, and
that, time permitting, he will take a look at the electoral
college and congressional races this fall. So as politics
moves on, be sure to keep informed and visit goobergunch.net for timely and accurate updates!

Photo Collage: Dean of Students Activities

(All photos courtesy of Michael Ho ’10).

10/23 - Lazertag

12/6 - Gingerbread House Making

11/10 - Human Foosball 12/13 - Santa Yong and Mrs. Schaffer Clause

11/17 - Turkey Trot

3/28 - Fire and Ice
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By Dean Chris Sundberg
Howdy, and welcome to another edition of the Mudd
Security Blotter. Mudd has had some strange happenings in the last few weeks so let’s get right to it:

2/15

Intrusion alarm in Parsons (fiber optic computer
theft alarm) - Michael Ho, a Muddraker staff member (Hmmm...), was questioned by Campus
Safety while in the Parsons lab where a computer theft alarm was activated. It turned out
to be a Mudd senior, Jason Christiansen,
who confessed to accidentally activating
the alarm when his foot caught the fiber
optic cable. Total chaos was averted once
again by the good folks at Campus Safety.

2/17

(Photo courtesy of Michael Ho ’10).

Mudd
Security
Blotter

Atwood party incident - One of our dutiful and
vigilant Student Security staff spotted a person
trying to find his girlfriend from Pitzer. The only
problem was that he was wearing a black ski
mask and sunglasses and was attempting to use
her I.D. as his own identification. He apparently
left the area as Campus Safety was unable to locate him upon arrival. Note to the partywear fashion
community: black ski masks and sunglasses are definitely OUT this spring.

2/17

Sontag dorm traffic collision? That same night a gray
1969 Cadillac swerved onto Mills and almost into Sontag dorm. The driver (who was NOT wearing a black ski
mask or sunglasses) lost control of the vehicle and collided with the retaining wall outside Sontag. Campus
Safety and the Claremont Police Department helped
clean up the mess, and the ‘69 Caddie headed to that
used car dealer in the sky.

2/19

Speaking of graveyards... two students were caught
by Campus Safety “moving broken chairs from the
computer science graveyard to Linde dorm.” Campus

The Club Columns

IHTP: The 5 Class
Competition
By Tracy Backes ’08 and Nisha George ’08

Started well over 20 years ago, the 5 Class Competition is a zany relay race around HMC’s campus, where
each class fights for the right to dunk a lucky local celebrity waiting in the tank at the end of the course.
(In recent years, Professor Ran Libeskind-Hadas and
President Maria Klawe have both graced the dunking
booth.)
The race’s 25 relay stations include such events as
mass eating, a pi-writing contest, professor imitation,
and a much-loved ice block slalom. Each class puts together a team of up to 50 students to participate in the
competition, and small groups of students from each
team sign up for the individual stations. Students wind
their way from Linde Field all the way down to Thomas
Garrett Hall before eventually finishing on the lawn
between the North and East residence halls.
After dying out several years ago, the 5 Class Competition was restarted in the spring of 2006 largely due
to the efforts of Dana Mohammed ’06, the founder of
the club called IHTP (Increasing Harvey Mudd’s Traditional Practices). This May, IHTP will host the 5 Class
Competition for the third consecutive year. To prepare
for the event, we’d like to share a few tidbits about the
competition:
Q: Where’s the 5th Class?
A: When the competition began, Harvey Mudd was
actually home to 5 classes: freshmen, sophomores,
juniors, seniors, and masters candidates. When the
games were restarted in 2006, the team representing
the “5th class” was composed of alumni who were back
on campus for Alumni Weekend.
Q: Are there any prizes?
A: Everyone gets a FREE T-SHIRT!!! The winning
team wins bragging rights and is awarded with an inscription on the Shirlynn Spacapan trophy. The trophy
was created in honor of this psychology professor who
was a strong supporter of the competition during her
time at Mudd. The trophy commemorates teams from
as far back as the 1985 competition and is housed in
the Linde Activities Center—go check it out!
Q: How can I find out more?
A: Walk on down to the Platt Living Room and check
out the yearbooks on the bookshelves. Looking at all
the crazy photos from days of yore was how IHTP got
the idea to bring back these awesome traditions. It’s
definitely worth perusing the yearbooks, if only to admire the old hairstyles and fashions.
Q: How do I get involved?
A: You can sign up for the competition in late April. In
the meantime, to join IHTP and/or help out with the
event planning, contact Tracy Backes ’08 at tbackes@
hmc.edu or Nisha George ’08 ngeorge@hmc.edu!

Delta-h
By Thomas Donze ’08

Delta-h is HMC's club for anyone who loves the
outdoors. We're happy to fund any event or excursion, so long as it has something to do with your love
of nature. We've got a room packed with gear in the
Linde Activites Center; please use it for your spring
adventures. Contact Matthew Phillips (mphillips@
hmc) if you're interested in joining or Tony Evans (aevans@hmc) if you want gear (tents, stoves, food, lights,
fuel, packs, maps, ice axes, crampons, etc.) for your next
outing.

Harvey Mudd
Baking Club
By Andrea Sand ’08
If you thoroughly enjoy making a mess in the
kitchen, or if you just like to measure things, and you
want to make something to enjoy after all the fun, then
the HMC Baking Club can help you do that! The club
is responsible for a cake-baking service offered to the
parents of HMC students, in which parents can purchase a cake (or other baked item) to be delivered to
their student. The club also provides ingredients and
a place to bake for any of its members that feel the
desire (and have the time) to pick up a spoon and create a masterpiece. If you’d like more information about
upcoming baking events, subscribe to baking-l@hmc.
edu; or if you’d like set up a time to bake and need ingredients, contact Andrea Sand ’08 (asand@hmc.edu).
Happy baking, everyone!

Mudders
Making a
Difference
By Madeleine Ong ’11

Mudders Making a Difference (MMAD), one of
HMC’s community service groups, is run entirely by
students and for students on Mudd’s campus. Although
the nine designated volunteer coordinators run most
activities, MMAD is always open to social work ideas
from both the Mudd and outside communities. Often
out of the limelight, MMAD has been responsible for a
variety of activities, such as:
• Shoes That Fit (a shoe donation program for
local elementary school children): Last semester,
all 50 pairs of donated shoes were claimed and
bought within two weeks!
• Red Cross blood drives
• Flower-grams
• Various food and clothing drives
• Visits to shelters, food banks: The most recent
visits have been to Collette’s children’s shelter
and to Ability First for their Halloween party.
• Volunteer trips to Inland Valley Animal Shelter
Many other miscellaneous events have stemmed
from organizers at McAlister Center and the other 5Cs,
including the SOVA food drive and the Oxfam International dinner. Upcoming events to look for are trips
to Mount Baldy trails, shelters and local elementary
schools, along with another round of Shoes That Fit.
If any student, faculty or community member has
any ideas they wish to propose or have help carrying
out, MMAD is always available! Email Madeleine Ong
at mong@hmc.edu to share ideas or ask for information. If simply interested in finding out about more
volunteer opportunities, send an email to listkeeper@
hmc.edu and subscribe to volunteers-l.
Would your organization like to appear in the club
columns? Let us know at muddraker@gmail.com

Safety allowed them the usage of the beat up chairs
and all is well.

2/20

Nisha George ’08 reported a smoke detector alarm in
her room in Atwood. There was no fire (just burnt popcorn), but there was plenty of noise for two hours, and
that made Nisha an unhappy Mudder. Campus Safety
found someone to clear the alarm and Nisha went
about her work with a song in her heart and a migraine
in her head.

2/23

The vending guy came by to pick up his empty and
broken machines at the Linde Activities Center. A LAC
staff member called Campus Safety to make sure everything was on the up and up. It was. I asked the guy
to get his stuff out of the LAC and forgot to leave a note
for the staff. This one’s on me.

2/24

A noise complaint regarding the Thomas-Garrett Affair party came through to Campus Safety. The party
givers complied and turned the music down.

2/26

An anonymous student reported “a suspicious black
male on the north side of Linde hall who has been
walking in the same area for about fifteen minutes.”
Campus Safety arrived, questioned the individual,
and found out he was an off-campus person hanging
around for no apparent reason. They informed him
that he was on private property and asked him to leave
campus.

The Muddraker
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the time the Proctor got there, the fire died down and
all was well(done).

3/22

Off-campus folks are hanging around the Linde parking lot at various times throughout the late night/early
morning hours. Campus Safety had to tell yet another
“group sitting in a blue, older model Volvo” to leave the
area. Sounds shady to me. If you have shady friends
or know of shady folks hanging around in shady places
like the Linde lot, tell them to NOT stop on by Mudd
and visit.

3/23

Proctor Minal told some guys on the lacrosse team (organizing an unauthorized party) to leave Linde field.
After reporting it to Campus Safety, the organizers
left the area and (sort of) cleaned up the area. To their
credit, the lacrosse folks met with me and subsequently wrote a letter of apology to Linde dorm.

3/26

Apparently, one of our Claremont neighbors “wearing jeans, a grey fleece sweater, with a white purse and
black sunglasses” came to Mudd to walk her three dogs
(off their leashes) and model the spring line of “Doglover Designs” by Riccio of New York. Super Proctor
Jason asked her to please put her dogs on a leash only
to receive a curt reply mixed with a few “profanities”
(by Irate Neighbor of Claremont). The well-dressed
but profane dog owner/model was gone when Campus
Safety got to Mudd.

3/30

One of the old Mudderbikes was stolen from in front
of the LAC. I don’t think it was the suspicious male
in Linde but it IS indeed a goner. Remember to lock
your bikes up since folks are still stopping by to steal
our stuff.

Someone came through and stole a lot of what I like
to call, “teenager friendly stuff”. They went through
Atwood and took two Wii controllers and a few games
and then stole 2 bikes (unlocked) in front of Case. Remember, if you don’t know a person, ask them who
they are and what they are doing in your dorm....and
call Campus Safety at x72000.

3/15

Well, that’s it for now. We’ll see you in the next edition
of: The Mudd Security Blotter.

2/27

A “large fire from a pit at West dorm” was reported. By

Quotes of the Issue

“Well, to show this,
we’ll first say it in
plain simple English.
Then, we’ll say it in
more precise English,
and then even more
precise English until it
becomes... Mathematics!”

-Professor Francis Su

“So, here’s a 54 thousand
dollar question...”

– Professor Philip Cha

“So, if you want to build
a resilient engineering
structure, use Gummi
Worms and not Kit Kat
bars.”

– Professor Lori Bassman

“Say this is Dick Cheney
shooting your face, and for
some reason someone wants
to save your face and puts an
magnetic field there. D is the
distance...for Dick Cheney it is
about 1 meter.”

– Professor Vatche Sahakian

Culture Change Hits West?
By Andrew Chung ‘10
To the outside observer, West residence hall may
seem to be as raucous as it has been in past years. However, as a resident of West, I’ve noticed a change in the
dorm’s personality since my freshman stay last year.
Last year was a notable year for West Dorm. A student’s exasperation at the dorm’s aesthetics of broken
glass and trashed appliances sparked a whirlwind debate about everything that people thought was wrong
about West’s culture and attitudes. In an attempt to
quell these criticisms, Westies have cleaned up their
act. However, the change this year seems to be more
than just a simple change in behavior to avoid criticism.

Noda described last year as a “peak in activity and commotion” in the dorm. In fact, the trash in the courtyard
was a fairly recent occurrence during Noda’s tenure
here. West was (and still is) a rather laissez-faire social
environment. Only recently did this attitude lead to the
littered courtyard. The trash itself isn’t what characterizes West, but it symbolizes the “do what you please”
attitude that West has embodied for years.
Aside from its less destructive behavior, the dorm
has changed in another way. Previous incarnations of
West have generally been a single large cohesive group.
However, this year there seem to be at least three separate social circles. While certain events may bring the
members of these different groups together, it seems
that they are fairly separate most of the time. Most of

A view of West Dorm’s courtyard (Photo courtesy of Bruce Yan ’09).

One observation consistently popped up in my
discussions with others in the Mudd community about
how they viewed the change in West: the dorm seemed
mellower than in past years. One student thought that
it was mainly due to outsiders pressuring the dorm
to be less rowdy, but others thought something had
changed in the dorm’s residents. Kai Mayeda ’08 mentioned that “seniors this year seem to be the loudest
and subsequent years become more and more tame.
The freshmen, though rowdy, do not seem to participate with upperclassmen as much.” From what I’ve
seen, he’s right. Perhaps it’s due to the quieter environment; the freshmen this year tend to limit their
destructive tendencies to throwing pallets on the fire.
Anything more destructive has been in the upperclassmen’s domain.
A look at the past shows that this trend towards a
cleaner dorm isn’t new ground for West. Dean Jeanne

the freshmen hang out together, with a room known
as the Superlounge as the focal point. A good portion
of West’s sophomores are separate from the dorm, not
particularly involved in any of the dorm’s activities. Finally, there is, for a lack of a better term, everyone else:
the remnants of the West dorm collective social circle.
Mayeda, in his description of West, said the dorm was
“transitioning to a more quiet place, like Atwood.” It’s
a fitting comparison in another respect, as Atwood’s
social scene consists of several different groups of people linked solely by the fact that they live in the same
building.
I do not seek to influence people’s attitudes towards this specific change in West dorm’s culture.
Instead, I want to draw attention to the fact that the
dorm’s culture is, in fact, changing. As ingrained as
dorm cultures seem to be, they are in fact constantly
evolving as people come and go.
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A Rising Tide Lifts All Boats: A Conservative
Prescription for the American Economy
By Richard Mehlinger ’09

Author’s Note: In my time here
on campus, I have noticed a profound
lack of intellectual diversity. To be
blunt, this campus is, like many
others, overwhelmingly liberal, to
the point where many do not seem
to understand what conservatives
actually believe in. I have decided to
write this column to add a conservative
voice to the campus discourse, and to
provide a conservative perspective
on current events and issues
of importance. Please direct all
missives, diatribes, slander, hate mail,
financial propositions, queries, and
commentary to rmehlinger@gmail.
com.
By the early 1990s, the Indian
economy was moribund. A socialist
nation with strong suspicions
towards capitalism and close ties to
the Soviet Union, India had remained
in desperate poverty for the decades
following independence, despite
massive efforts on the part of the
government to alleviate poverty. And
yet, in 2008, India is an economic
titan,
enjoying
a
tremendous
economic boom that has made it
one of the leading economies of the
world. What caused this growth? In
short, India abandoned socialism.
Before 1990, India had some of the
most burdensome and restrictive
regulations on business in the world
and a host of inefficient state-owned
companies, spawned by a socialist
mindset suspicious of private President Ronald Reagan with British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher. Their conservaenterprise. These regulations choked tive policies rescued the United States and England from the malaise of the Seventies (Photo
the Indian economy, discouraged courtesy of Ronald Reagan Library).
people who provide the most jobs in the economy are,
investment, and led to brain drain. In the early
by and large, quite wealthy. The less money the wealthy
1990s, however, the Indian government came to the
have, the fewer people they will employ. Ultimately,
conclusion that something had to change. They began
high taxes hurt everyone and help no one—not even
cutting red-tape, privatizing state-owned enterprises,
government budget-makers.
and encouraging foreign investment and domestic
The conservative belief in low taxes is part of a
entrepreneurialism. India became the biggest success
wider conservative belief in the power of free markets,
story of the decade—and they did so by embracing
and the belief that markets function best with minimal
conservative principles. Conservatism is not about
government interference. This does not mean that
elitism. It is not about exploiting the poor for the benefit
we support laissez-faire capitalism—government
of the rich, or exploiting workers for the benefit of big
regulations to protect safety, the environment, workers’
business. Rather, conservative economics believes that
rights, control monopolies, and prevent fraud are
low taxes, free markets, and small government are good
all necessary and desirable. We are not libertarians,
for everyone.
and we do not worship the market—we view it as
Conservatives believe in low taxes across the
a tremendously useful tool, but one that still has
board. We do not think that the wealthy should be
limitations. However, just as low taxes are a good
demonized for their success. Partially, it is a matter of
thing but high taxes are not, so too with regulation.
fairness. It simply is not fair for a person to work hard
Regulations that are too numerous, too complex, or
all of their lives to become successful, only to have to
too burdensome can suffocate economic growth for
pay more than half of his income to the government.
decades, as happened in India. Companies pass on
With the exception of lottery winners and heiresses,
the additional costs to consumers, or layoff workers.
most of the “wealthy” worked hard to get where they
Regulations should focus on where the market
are. Genius and toil should be praised and encouraged,
fails, such as with natural monopolies and negative
not demonized or penalized. That is not to say that
externalities, rather than trying to manage the things
taxes should not be apportioned according to wealth.
the market does best. Just as with high taxes, ultimately
If one views government as a service, then in general,
those hurt most by overregulation are those who were
the benefit a person derives from government at the
the intended beneficiaries: the poor.
very least grows linearly with their income, if not more
The foundation of conservative domestic policy is
so. So then, should the amount of taxes one must pay.
ultimately economic freedom. Conservatives support
However, we must remember that people, regardless
low taxes because we believe people should be allowed
of income, are not beasts of burden to be milked by
to keep what they earn. We oppose overregulation,
Washington. Taxes should exist to serve the people—
because businesses know better how to manage
not the other way around.
themselves than Washington does. We support free
Conservative support for low taxes is also rooted
markets, because competition drives cost down and
in practical economics. Low taxes are good for the
quality up. We oppose big government, because its
economy. They spur growth by promoting investment,
bureaucracies slow the economy and trap those
thus increasing supply. And, people with more money
whom they were meant to serve in red tape and a
in their pockets will also spur demand. Ultimately, this
cycle of dependence. We support small government,
growth benefits all Americans, not just the wealthy. As
because we believe that a leaner government with less
Jack Kemp famously remarked, a rising tide lifts all
bureaucracy and more focused programs can better
boats. When the economy is growing, everyone benefits.
tackle the problems we face today. We recognize that
Reagan proved that tax cuts work. By cutting taxes,
the big government approaches of Johnson, Carter,
Reagan brought the country out of the malaise of the
and George W. Bush have failed to solve the social
70s, and actually increased tax revenue. High taxes, on
ills of this country, and in fact frequently exacerbate
the other hand, are a burden. By encouraging people
them. It’s time to stop demonizing corporations and
to hide their money in tax shelters and loopholes, high
the wealthy. It’s time to stop overspending, and leave
taxes damage tax revenue and take money out of the
more money in the hands of those who earned it. If the
economy. Ultimately, the poor are the ones who are
United States hopes to compete with India, then we
hit hardest by the unemployment that must result
would do well to learn from their example.
from removing money from the economy. After all, the

Room Draw Advice:
Stay Calm
By Ben Keller ’08
It’s official: there’s no need to panic about room
draw! That was the biggest finding of the Dormitory
Affairs Committee as they began consideration of how
they could make this year’s room draw as smooth and
as painless as possible.
Every year, as we enter room draw season, a sort
of madness sets in upon many members of the Mudd
community. Alliances form and disband; numbers
are frantically compared, and the esoteric regulations
are perused and memorized with terrifying frequency.
However, earlier this year, Dean Guy Gerbick and the
Dormitory Affairs Committee (DAC), headed by Zach
Rogstad ’08, analyzed the results of a 2004 survey regarding the effectiveness of room draw. While there
were many suggestions, only some of which were constructive, the one overwhelming sentiment that was
easily achievable was that people should, in the words
of Dean Guy, “calm down and have less drama.”

Dean Guy points out that the sort of competitive
excitement surrounding room draw may be unique to
our institution: “I think it’s the kind of game that many
competitive minds are attracted to—the complicated
sets of rules that only the well-versed can use to their
advantage, as well as the exciting mix of luck and strategy—that seems to bring out the competitive side of
people.” Nonetheless, he points out that the amount of
attention given to the issue results in a remarkably low
number of people wanting to change their rooms the
following year; he estimates that he generally processes
no more than four upperclassman room changes per
year.
DAC also plans to keep faculty better informed
about the room draw process, as they are often confused and bewildered about exactly why so many more
students are suddenly turning in late homework and
sleeping through class. In the end, though, the process will benefit if we all just take a step back and stay
calm.

Prof

“Ask a Prof” is a regular section of the Muddraker that
we’re introducing in this issue. Here, you’ll be given
the chance to annonymously ask professors whatever
you’d like. We’ll be rotating professors for every issue.

chaffer
S
b

(Photo courtesy of Bruce Yan ’09).

Dear Professor,
I’m a normal guy and have had a hard time meeting girls at Harvey Mudd. I’ve struggled to find a meaningful relationship. Do you have any advice? Perhaps
some useful pick-up lines?
--Lonely in Linde

A Bad Idea

By Kaylin Spitz ’10

A female Mudder was at a meeting in the Hoch-Shanahan dining
room when somebody commented on
a strange sight outside the window.
There was a person on a bicycle…
with another on the bike rack over
the back wheel… and another on
the tube between the handlebars
and the seat. The three of them
were trying, with limited success, to
bicycle on sidewalk. Uphill. After a
minute or so, they finally managed
to get going, and zoomed (well, more
like trudged) up campus, leaving
her sight. Who might these people
be? They were none other than
three friends of our Mudder, who
had decided it was a good idea to
ride to dinner from Atwood (and
back!) together, using one bicycle
and no helmets. Luckily, they all
survived with no injuries. They
have not re-attempted the feat,
although the owner of the bicycle
is hoping to equip the bike for “the
ultimate passenger experience”, so
the bicycle overuse may not have
been short-lived.
Solution to “Fun Hoch Facts” on page 1:
1) c, 2) a, 3) c, 4) c, 5) c, 6) a

Dear Lonely in Linde,
As an E4 professor, my first inclination is to point
out some biases (“normal guy”) and implied solutions
(“meeting girls”) in your problem statement, but I’ll resist further scrutinizing.
As an engineer, my advice relies on making broad
assumptions and back-of-the-envelope calculations.
Please note that I am a professional. Under no circumstances should you attempt to make these types of
gross generalizations at home.
From your question, I assume that you are not
a junior, as juniors tend to either already be in a relationship or are too busy thinking about how great
life is going to be as a senior. I can assume with equal
confidence that you are not a senior. Seniors realize
that they are about to start “real life,” and the hope of
finding someone in grad school or at their new job is
dancing in their heads. The frosh are still hoping that
as a member of a 42% female class, it is only a matter of
time before fate and statistics allow a date to cross their
path. Sadly for most, this won’t work out, and they will
end up, as I’ve deduced you to be, a lonely sophomore.
The college claims an enrollment of 735 students,
of whom 33% are female, thus 245 available women[1].
Being a sophomore reduces the number of potential
women to approximately 146 since no upperclassman
is going to date a sophomore like you. So, can you
dupe a frosh, or—heaven forbid—a fellow sophomore
to date you? Of the remaining candidates, half have already found boyfriends or are successfully doing the
ever-popular “long distance thing” (down to 73). 10%
of those play for the other team[2]—not that there is
anything wrong with that! This leaves you with 66 potential dates. This seems like good odds, but don’t get
excited. I am forced to further assume that you are an
engineer, physicist or computer scientist, as nobody
else would have asked me for help. Given that limitation and the relative smoothness of those pesky mathematicians, chemists and biologists, you are left with 7
potentially available dates and, let’s face it, only one of
them is going to find you dateable.
So, you ask, how can you get this one available and
potentially interested Harvey Mudd female to date you?
Well, I can give you a list of things that I have learned
through my two years of observation:
1) Reciting π to 200 digits: unlikely to get you anywhere
useful.
2) Translating your last class into Klingon: memorable,
but not likely to impress your target audience.
3) W.O.W.: just say no. Although, this being Mudd, you
might have a shot. Use your judgment on this one.
4) Pointing out you high-scored that last exam: nobody
likes a know-it-all. Plus, it is likely to get you showered... actually, now that I think about it, maybe that is
a good thing.
5) Pointing out you low-scored that last exam: it’s
Mudd, it happens, but it shouldn’t make your highlight
reel.
Basically, gimmicks don’t work. As for what does
work, it’s the time-honored combination of charm, intelligence, humor, friendliness and confidence.
If this fails, I don’t know about pick-up lines, but
from what I hear, going south about a block and reciting π has had a fair amount of success. Let me know
how it goes.
			
Good luck,
			
Prof. Schaffer
[1] http://www.hmc.edu/about/fastfacts1.html
[2] The 37th website I found after googling “lesbians.”
The first 36 websites had some movies on the subject,
but were not helpful in determining demographics.
Would you like to “ask a prof” something? Send us
your inquiries at muddraker@gmail.com (subject line
“Ask a Prof”).
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